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This research work is aimed at An Evaluationof cost Reduction Techniques in Achieving
Profitability in an Inflated Economywith particular reference to Nigerian Breweries plc, this
work examined thefollowing: To find out how effective, the resources of Nigerian Breweries
PLCare being utilized to improve profitability. To know if cost reduction schemesare being
applied in the industry. To find out the specific strategies adopted,the level of application and
the specific areas where they are beingadministered their evaluation. To ascertain whether
there is systematized costreduction schemes/programme under the personnel and or
accounting department.An Evaluation of cost Reduction Techniques in Achieving Profitability
in anInflated Economy. These are the areas that the researcher concentrated on
whilecarrying out this research work. The first chapter is the introductory part ofthe research
work. This chapter also contains the background of the study,statement of problems,
research Question etc. Data for the study was sourcedfrom two main sources which include
Primary and Secondary sources of data collection.Primary data: Questionnaires and oral
interviews were used to collectinformation from the respondents. Secondary data: Journals,
magazines and otherrelevant materials relating to the area of my investigation will be
reviewed.An extensive literature review was carried out on direct literature andindirect
literature on books, journals and past works. The research instrumentused in this study
includes oral interviews and questionnaires. Thequestionnaire is structured to contain both
close and open-ended questions.Simple tables, pie charts and percentages were used in the
treatment of datawhile chi-square was used in the research work. Based on the
findings,conclusions were drawn and recommendations were also made in the last chapterof
this work which is the fifth chapter.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
For a business to succeed, knowledge ofcertain management, techniques is ver necessary.
Mastering the techniques that can help one toachieve the basic objectives of building up a
business and making itprofitable.
1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
All production aims to satisfy peoples wants,however in carrying out this production, certain
costs are incurred to achievethe stated organisational objective be it to satisfy peoples wants
according toHanson J. L to maximize profit. For any business to achieve its set
objectivethere have to be adequate, strong and effective cost reduction measures (formalor
informal) that should be adopted.
The effectiveness of these measures howevermay have heaped some of these companies
to remain in business irrespective ofthe hash condition like inflation among others.
Many Nigerian business establishmentspresently, especially the manufacturing sectors are
in a serious profitsqueeze. Several factors account for this into ward condition which
includes,the increasing cost of running a business in Nigeria, drastic fall in theNigerian
foreign exchange market did not help matters. The situation is furtheraggravated by triple-
digit inflation present in our (Nigeria) economy. Thestructural adjustment programme, ban on
importation of certain basic rawmaterials, payment of long excise duties have caused some
companies either tohave closed indefinitely or produced at a high cost, thereby making even
thelocal goods high and sale volume low.
All have resulted in poor profit marginpayout, retrenchment, compulsory leave and
retirement with or without benefit whichinvariably affects the company as well.
Firms, therefore, are struggling to maintainsatisfactory pay-off where costs are used and o
price increase becoming moreand difficult to sustain. To maintain earnings in the face of
these conditions,there is the need for these companies to decide about cost maintenance
culture,increase productivity to enhance profitability and diversification into acompletely new
market area.
In addition to these, it will enhance thecompetitive ability and generate a reasonable profit
margin for survival,growth and expansion of the business.



It is the view that most industries do nothave approved they exist, are not well organized.
This analysis, therefore, is designed toexplore the various strategies and evaluate them and
is well open tomanufacturing firms in reduction system can go a long way at
improvingprofitability and overcoming inflation.
It is appropriate therefore to say that theidentification of these problems of some industries
and the solution to themwill not only improve the profitability of its operations but also
helpslargely towards the improvement of the Nigerian economy.
This work, therefore, is assumed to be ofsome benefits to manufacturing firms and help
them improve further than returnson investment and improve the Nigerian economy
generally.
1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The firms are in business to make a profit.It does this by producing and selling some
commodities.
Essentially, every activity whetherproductive or not consumes resources. According to
Lipsey (2009) “there areinsufficient productive resources in the world to produce the number
of goodsand services that would be required to satisfy every one want”. The scarcity ofthese
productive resources eg (human and material) made it imperative thatthere should be a
product and judicious use of them.
Most firms in Nigeria are faced with risingcosts of production and low contribution margin.
Small firms, in particular, have peculiarproblems and are easily swept off their feet by
conditions that other companiescould accommodate.
Factors that can disrupt the profitability ofNigerian Breweries Plc in this economy of
hyperinflation includes:
I Inadequate capital structure
ii Inadequate to enjoy economies of purchase
iii Tiny market sharer losing their marketshare
iv Higher cost of research and development.
Having considered the above factors, certainquestions needed to be answered include:
1. Is there any possible means of installinga cost reduction system to eliminate the avoidable
cost and or waste andenhance Nigeria Breweries Plc’s profitability.
2. Do this firm have any cost reductionscheme or programme and if present, how effective
and efficient are they? Arethey producing the desired result?
3. Can the cost per unit of production of agiven product be realized without affecting h quality
and usefulness of theproduct.
4. Are the firm resources being fullyutilized or are some of them lying idle and thus going to
waste.
5. How, out of the various alternatives do weemploy our limited resources to produce these
assortments as efficiently as possible.
6. In a manufacturing setup, what specificarea requires a reduction in cost and what level of
cost reduction is requiredin a given cost level.
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Having identified these problems above, andthe operational environment surrounding the
company, which the researcher isaimed at solving, the following is what this study is aimed
at achieving:
– To find out how effective, the resources ofNigerian Breweries PLC are being utilized to
improve profitability.
– To know if cost reduction schemes are beingapplied in the industry.
– To find out the specific strategiesadopted, the level of application and the specific areas
where they are beingadministered their evaluation.
– To ascertain whether there is asystematized cost reduction scheme/programme under the
personnel and oraccounting department.
– To know if certain specific cost reductiontechniques applied in one industry will still achieve
some result elsewhere.



– To offer suggestions on the specific costreduction techniques to the company under review
as well as assist where firmsincluding the low ones.
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